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Edifier R19BT 2.0 speakers
Opt for a successful combination of high-quality sound and stylish design. Edifier R19BT 2.0 speakers are equipped with 2.75-inch drivers
and stand out with 2W + 2W power. This allows them to deliver clear, richly detailed sound. You'll connect them to the device of your
choice in 3 ways - via USB or AUX cable, as well as via Bluetooth 5.3. A headphone output is also available.
 
High quality sound
Give  yourself  an  unforgettable  musical  experience.  The  R19BT  use  2.75-inch  drivers  to  deliver  excellent  audio  quality.  What's  more,
thanks to a clever design, the right and left speakers play at identical volume, resulting in a perfectly balanced stereo effect. Both units
are also slightly  upward-facing,  so that  clear  sound can reach your ears  optimally.  There's  also a Bass Reflex port  on the front  of  the
speakers for deep, powerful bass.
 
Several connectivity options
Enjoy freedom. The R19BTs support  Bluetooth 5.3,  so  you can connect  them to  the device of  your  choice wirelessly  without  worrying
about lag or other signal problems. In addition, a built-in sound card allows you to connect them to your computer via a USB cable. An
AUX port is also available. Using it, you can connect the speakers to additional devices, such as a phone.
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User-friendly
The  R19BT  speakers  not  only  play  great,  but  are  also  extremely  easy  to  use.  On  one  of  them  you'll  find  a  large  25-millimeter
multi-function knob, which you can use to quickly turn the devices on or off, as well as adjust the volume. With Edifier, everything you
need  is  at  your  fingertips!  There  is  also  a  jack  output  on  the  front  of  one  of  the  speakers,  so  you  can  conveniently  plug  in  your
headphones at any time.
 
Stunning design
Bet on the perfect combination of functionality and aesthetics. R19BT speakers impress not only with high quality sound - they also look
exceptionally  modern  and  elegant  at  the  same time.  Black  color  and  simple  design  give  them an  original,  stylish  character  -  a  great
addition  to  almost  any  arrangement!  What's  more,  details  such  as  the  white  dust  cover  provide  an  even  more  interesting  visual
experience.
 
In the box
Speakers
3.5mm audio cable (0.8m)
User manual
Brand
Edifier
Model
R19BT
Color
Black
Driver
2.75″
Connection
Wired / wireless
Interface
Bluetooth 5.3, USB sound card, AUX
Headphone output
Yes
Output power
2W + 2W
Frequency response
8Hz-19kHz
Noise level
≤25dB(A)
Input
5V-1A
Weight
About 1.35kg

Preço:

€ 37.00

Audio, Colunas Bluetooth
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